Ultimo Press to launch
fiction list in UK
Strictly embargoed until 08.00hrs, Wednesday 20 July 2022

Ultimo Press, the new dynamic independent publisher, is delighted to announce the launch of its first
fiction titles for the UK market this autumn.
Bringing exciting voices in fiction to UK readers, six novels will spearhead the carefully curated
list, showcasing the best contemporary writing, with three debuts and three books by more
established authors.
The six books are:
· When Things are Alive They Hum by Hannah Bent (@hannahbent_author) – 15 September 2022
· The Woman in the Library by Sulari Gentill (@sularigentill) – 15 September 2022
· Where the Light Gets In by Zoe Coyle (@zoe.hearts.books) – 1 September 2022
· Canticle Creek by Adrian Hyland – 10 November 2022
· Cold Coast by Robyn Mundy (@robyncmundy) – 10 November 2022
· The Family String by Denise Picton (@denisepictonwriting) – 10 November 2022

These six novels each have something important to say about the world we live in, our place in it
and the relationships at the heart of our daily lives. Each of the novelists is writing from a position of
authority on the themes and messages they are exploring – love, friendship, grief, climate change,
conservation, mental health and the importance of family.
James Kellow, Founder and Managing Director of Ultimo Press, comments ‘Ultimo Press is inspired
by my time at Fourth Estate in the UK. Our ambition is to champion a carefully selected list of original
and brilliant writing with creativity, passion and focus. These first six novels cover important and
relevant issues, have fun with form and ask us to consider the past with fresh eyes. We’re determined
to be bold, creative and different and to find new ways of connecting readers and storytellers.’
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Sandy Grant, founder of Hardie Grant, of which Ultimo is a part, comments ‘we are proud to have
helped launch Ultimo Press as a home for exceptional storytelling, and we’re excited about the
opportunity to take these stories to a global audience.’
In its inaugural year, Ultimo Press has received multiple awards and plaudits for its fiction publishing
with Diana Reid’s debut novel Love and Virtue recently winning Book of the Year at the 2022
Australian Book Industry Awards and the ABA Nielsen Bookdata Booksellers’ Choice Adult Fiction
Book of the Year Award.
Notes to editors:
Ultimo Press is an independent publisher established in 2020 with the simple ambition to become
home to Australia’s best storytellers. We want to excite and delight readers of fiction, and discover
non-fiction that inspires and ignites.
Ultimo Press is backed by independent global publisher, Hardie Grant, and their considerable
expertise, resources and international footprint. Hardie Grant employ 40 staff in their London office in
Southwark, and 250 staff worldwide across businesses in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane,London and
San Francisco.
Website ultimopress.com.au | Instagram @ultimopress
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When Things are Alive They Hum by Hannah Bent – 15 September 2022
‘Bent’s debut celebrates life and sisterhood in an awe-inspiring way.’
Harper’s Bazaar
Set between Hong Kong, London and China in the year 2000, When
Things are Alive They Hum by Hannah Bent tells the story of two sisters,
the grief that shapes them as children and the lengths to which they will
go to save each other as adults. When Things Are Alive They Hum poses
profound questions about the nature of love and existence, the ways grief
changes us, and how we confront the hand fate has dealt us. Intensely
moving, exquisitely written and literally humming with wonder, it is a novel
that celebrates life in all its guises, and what comes after.
Born and raised in Hong Kong, Hannah Bent completed her Bachelor
of Arts in Fine Art and Film from Central Saint Martins School of Art and
Design in London. She undertook further study in both directing and
screenwriting at the Australian Film and Television and Radio School
and has a Masters in Creative Writing from the University of Technology,
Sydney. She was the 2013 recipient of the Ray Koppe Young Writers
Award for her novel as a work in progress.
The Woman in the Library by Sulari Gentill – 15 September 2022
‘Wickedly clever, highly original and thoroughly entertaining – I loved it!’
- Chris Hammer, author of Scrublands
Through entwined narratives, Gentill delves into the complicated nature
of friendships, the lives we show versus the lives we lead and the ways in
which art can imitate life. Or perhaps it’s the other way around? A sharply
thrilling literary adventure, The Woman in the Library is contemporary
crime with a clever twist.
Sulari is the author of The Rowland Sinclair Mysteries, historical crime
fiction novels (ten in total) set in the 1930s. Sulari’s work has been
shortlisted for the Commonwealth Writers’ Prize (Best First Book), the
Davitt Award, the Ned Kelly Award and the ABIA. She won the Davitt
Award for the A Decline in Prophets, and the Ned Kelly Award for her
most recent standalone novel, Crossing the Lines.
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Where the Light Gets in by Zoe Coyle – 1 September 2022
‘Vivid, unforgettable and full of hard-won wisdom, this debut will stay
with you long after the last page.’ – Brigid Delaney
Delphi’s mother Vivian’s terminal illness has reached its tipping point and
she summons Delphi to Australia to help her to euthanise. Unable to
deny her mother’s suffering, or her promise to her of a good death, Delphi
reluctantly returns to her mother for the last time. This is a story of the ties
of family that enmesh in love and death, and the journey back to self in its
aftermath. As Delphi is blown onto the wasteland of grief and shame, she
has to discover where her mother’s life ends and she begins amid the
atomic fallout her actions have unleashed.
Zoe Coyle has spent over 15 years in corporate and communication
training, building on her 20 years’ experience as a film and theatre actor
in the UK, US and Australia. She is a certified Dr. Brené Brown ‘Dare to
Lead’ facilitator and is the communication coach of choice for the CEOs
of some of Australia’s largest companies, small businesses and not-forprofit organisations. This is her first novel.
Canticle Creek by Adrian Hyland – 10 November 2022
‘Hyland has mastered the architecture of noir – his sinister tale seethes
with small-town atmosphere and satisfying twists, set against the dangers
and harsh beauty of the Australian landscape.’ Sydney Morning Herald
Two bodies. One long hot summer. A town that will never be the same.
When outback cop Jesse Redpath hears that a member of her community
is suspected of murder in a small Victorian town, the story she’s given
doesn’t ring true. Drawn to investigate, she heads to Canticle Creek and
discovers a town riven by conflict. As Jesse homes in on the truth, there
are those in the district who would see it - and her - burn rather than
reveal their dark pasts.
Adrian Hyland is the award-winning author of Diamond Dove, Gunshot
Road and Kinglake-350, which was shortlisted for the Prime Minister’s
Literary Award for non-fiction in 2012. His books have been published
internationally, including in Britain and the US, and translated into a variety
of languages, including German, French, Swedish and Czech.
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Cold Coast by Robyn Mundy – 10 November 2022
‘Cold Coast summons the raw beauty of Svalbard with achingly evocative
prose. At once visceral and lyrical, I was totally absorbed in the story of
Wanny Woldstad and her yearning for wilder freedoms.’
Hannah Kent, author of Burial Rites
Svalbard 1932. A woman taking on a man’s world. Cold Coast is inspired
by the real-life story of Norway’s first female trapper, Wanny Woldstad. In
1932, Wanny Woldstad (pronounced Vonny Voldstad), a young widow,
travels to Svalbard, daring to enter the Norwegian trappers’ fiercely guarded
male domain. Drawing from extensive historical research, and personal
experiences as a polar guide for over 20 years, author Robyn Mundy
breathes life into this fictional retelling of Norway’s first female trapper.
Wild places form a big part of Robyn Mundy’s life, and her novels. Her
previous novel, Wildlight is set at the edge of the Southern Ocean, on
Maatsuyker Island, home to Australia’s loneliest lighthouse. Robyn has
wintered and summered as a ship-based tour guide in Svalbard, Greenland,
Antarctica, the Norwegian coast and wild Scotland. Her numerous visits
to Svalbard led to her 2021 novel Cold Coast. Robyn lives in Tasmania.
The Family String by Denise Picton – 10 November 2022
‘One of the most resonant voices I’ve had the joy of reading in a very,
very long time. Dorcas is a truly unfortgettable character.’
Eliza Henry-Jones, author of In the Quiet.
Meet Dorcas, a spirited 12-year-old struggling to contain her irrepressible
humour and naughty streak in a family of Christadelphians in 1960s Adelaide.
She is her mother’s least favourite child and always at the bottom of the
order on the family’s string of beads that she and her younger siblings
Ruthy and Caleb reorder according to their mother’s ever-changing moods.
Set against the backdrop of 1960s Adelaide comes an uplifting and
comedic tale of the challenges of mother-daughter relationships, changing
responses to mental illness, and faith.
Following the establishment of a career leading human services, Denise
Picton retrained in business and established a management consulting
firm that has worked across Australia and Asia for over thirty years. In her
twenties she published short fiction in literary journals, and returned to writing
to begin work on a series of novels in her fifties. This is her debut novel.
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